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Stastny controversy
reaches final s~age
byJ.A.Lupo
A heated case of administrative
action, deemed "highly unusual" in
an editorial by the Seattle
Post-Intelligencer, has bubbled up
here at Central.
The admin·
istration is making an effort to
dismiss tenured professor Dr.
Charles Stastny, of the political
science department, amidst a blaze
of controversy that was triggered
by an incident in January of 1979,
but has its origi~s as far back as
the early 1970's.
Tenure is job security.
It
"entitles" the professor to continuous appointment at the university and protects his academic
freedom of how and what he thinks
and should teach. To dismiss a
tenured professor, "adequate
reason" must be determined by
due process of the law.
The charges against Professor
Stastny stem from a dispute
during the ·Christmas holiday last
year which resulted in · the
professor taking a trip to Israel
· without •the permission of his
superiors.
Having been invited to lecture
at the Hebrew University in
Jeruselum on the subject of
prisons and then take a tour of an
Israeli prison, Stastny applied for
professional leave. Be requested
that he miss six days of the winter
quarter, four class days and two
registration days.
The leave was approved by his
department chairman, Dr. Robert
Yee, but only for four days
absence from his winter quarter
obligations.
Stastny said that this did not
give him 'enough time to give the
lecture and take the tour and get
back to campus without being late.
$tastny took his request to the
dean of the social and behavioral
sciences, Burton Williams, 'who
subsequently cancelled the leave .
altogether.
Stastny then took his problem
to the Pr·esident, Donald Garrity,
who did not "conciliate."
1

Believing that the denial was
unjustified and was a deliberate
stifling of "legitimate professional
activity," Stastny, after filing a
grievance with the administration,
went to Israel any~ay. leaving

video tapes to cover his classes.
When he returned, he found
that his classes had been cancelled
and the president was recommending his dismissal as a faculty
member of the university.
The charges, as laid down by the
taculty code, the law that
governs the actions of the faculty
and administration are a) viola tion of university rules, b)
insubordination, and c) gross
misconduct.
Stastny and President Garrity
were received before the faculty
grievance committee, a group of
three faculty members formed to
reconcile such disputes, concurrently.
Stastney protested the action of
the administration and Garrity
recommended Stastny's dismissal
on the grounds stated .
In the informal hearing last
spring, the committee found
Stastny guilty of the charges, but
made no re.commendation for
action.
.President Garrity subsequently
·did not change his plans to dismiss
Stastny.
Stastny appealed the decision of
the committee and requested a
formal hearing on the matter.
The Board of Trustees, who in
the end will .decide whether or not
to dismiss Stastny, appointed a
hearing offi.cer, Wade Gana, a
Yakima attorney, and set a
hearing date.
The formal hearing includes
legal council, the calling of
witnesses, and cross examination.
It is now in its third week and is
taking place here on campus in
Bouillon Hall.
It is Gana's job to hear all the
arguments for both sides and then
make a statement of facts and a
recommendation of action to be
taken, if he so chooses, to the
Board of Trustees.
Pointed out in the Daily Record
the university contends that the
Israel .incident is a part of a
pattern , of absences and late
returns in Stastny's employment
history here at Central. "The
straw thal broke the camel's
back," Garrity said in his testimony at the hearing.
a

Stastny claims that it is a part of
on the part of his

"conspira~y"

chairman, dean, a colleague and
the president to deprive him of his
job for personal reasons. He also
claims that the punishment proposed by the administration for his
actions is too harsh.
. .
Determined to keep his job,
Stastny lobbied his cause with the
Washington Federation of Teachers (WFT).
As a result, at a convention last
spring, the WFT pledged "their
fullest moral and financial sup
port" to Stastny in the case and
urged national organizations to do
the same.
·
Richard Leinweaver, a WFT
continued on page 2
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_McConnell renovations
The doors of McConnell Hall will been instructed not to schedule
soon close for the purpose of any activities in the auelitorium
remodeling. Exactly when the after October 31.
closing will take· place, however, is _ McConnell Hall, built in 1935
uncertain.
and so named after former school
In the fall meeting of the Board president Rob_ert E, McConnell,
of Trustees, the funds for the will undergo "complete remodelproject were assigned and the ing."
contract awarded to Gilbert H.
Downstairs, the main audiMoem,
contracting company torium will remain much the same
based in Yakima.
with the exception of ·a rerouted
hallway, a new projection room,
William Ross, director of Facil- and the making of the building
ities, Planning and .Construction easily accessible to the handisaid that the auditorium would capped with ramps, an elevator to
close either "at the beginning of the second floor, and new toilet
October or the beginning of facilities. .
January."
The upstairs will change con~
The scheduling coordinator, Pat siderably. The entire floor is being
Moore, said that her office has rebuilt to accommodate the drama
department. This includes the
construction of a new wing in the
north end of the building-a
multi-form theatre able to hold up
to 300 people which will become
the new Threepenny Playhouse.
Dr. Milo Smith, the director of
the drama department, happy
about the new facilities being built
said, "This is the first time since
1899 that anything has been built
to accommodate solely, the purposes of the drama department."
The present Threepenny Playhouse, currently located in Barge
Hall, is a converted choir hall.
Also, presently housed on the
second floor of McConnell, is
compute~ services. This facility

a

will move to the Wildcat Shop.
The work contract for the
re~odeling is for 450 working days
after the actual work begins. "It's
the contracter's option when it will
begin," Ross said. "There are a lot
of holidays between October and
January and he may choose to
wait."
Ross also pointed out that it
would be better if he did decide to
wait because the auditorium is
always used for concerts, shows
and conferences, but even more so
during the holidays, especially
Christmas.
.
When the remodeling of McConnell finally does get underway,
it will present a problem for
scheduling major ASC events.
·The main auditorium of McConnell
seats approximately 1,000 people
and no other auditorium facility on
campus comes close to that seating
capacity.
Hertz hall holds about 300
people, and Hebeler only half that,
but all major drama productions
will have to be performed in one or
the other.
'
Any organization that puts on
in event that will be attracting a ·
large crowd, may have to have
more than one performance to
make up for their expenditures.
According to Moore, there will
be other events such as guest
speakers that will be speaking at
Nicholson Pavillion.

Security needed.

GET IT WHILE IT'S HOT-Barto residents
enjoy the last rays of summer while watching

activities below on Barto's lawn.
winter!

Have a good

In the past year Central has . urging students to register their
been plagued by a bicycle theft bikes with campus police.
ring. Those who were stealing the Registration takes only a few
bikes were stripping them and minutes and there is no fee
selling the pieces separately. Most involved.
of the bikes taken had been left
Students can discourage potenunlocked.
tials thiefs by locking their bikes
to secure objects such as bike
Some of the bikes returned to racks, lamp posts, or down spouts.
the owners although many had When attaching their bike to a
failed to register their bikes with secure object, students should
•campus security, so identification wrap their chain around the frame
was complicated.
of the bicycle and the tire, making
Campus ~police are hoping to it difficult for the thief to remove
prevent future bike·thefts and are the bike.
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October
Happenings
Thursday, October 11 .
Marine Corp representatives in the SUB, all day.
Law and Justice club meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the SUB, Room
207.
World Championship arm wrestling, 12 noon in the SUB Pit.
ASC film "Gimme Shelter" 3,7 &9:30 in the SUB Theatre.
Marketing Club meeting 7 p.m. in the SUB, Room 104.
Women's Volleyball at Spokane Falls Community College.

Friday, October 12
John King-Farlow, president of the Canadian Philosophical
Association, speaks on "A Case for Slavery," 8 p.m. in the L&L
lounge.
Kid's Night Out, 5:30 p.m. to 10 p.m., Grupe Conference Center.
Women's Volleyball with Skagit Valley at Nicholson Pavilion at
1:30 p.m.

Saturday, October 13

October 11, 1979

Trident sub base target

Protesters asse1nble
Because the back-fitting of the
first Trident missile onto a
Poseidon submarine will take
·place this October, a non-violent,
civil disobedient action, the Trident Conversion Action, is being
planned for October 28 and 29 at
th'e Naval base at Bangor,
Washington on Hood Canal. The
purpose of the demonstration is to

Philosophy lecture
John King-Farlow, professor of
philosophy and religior. at the
University of Alberta, will present
"A Case for Slavery" at Central's
first philosophy colloquium of the
1979-80 academic year tomorrow.
The lecture will begin at 7:30 p.m.
in the Language and Literature
Buildin1r lounge.
His friday evening address will
·focus on today's infamous politicians and the notoriety they
receive. He will also suggest
, possible actions to be taken and
· will be open_ to a discussion of
C\l:1'!'_ent p~litical issues.

More about

•••

John Fischer concert, Morgan Jr. High, 7 p.m.
Hunting season opens
Water polo with the University of Washington at 9 a.m. and
with the Mercer Island Thrusters at 11 a.m. at Nicolson Pavilion.
Football at Oregon Institute of Technology at 1 p.m.
Men's Cross Country incitational at Western Washington
University.
Women's Cross Country invitational at Western.
Women's Field Hockey with Western Washington and Pacific
Lutheran University at Western.
·

Sunday, October 14
Marx Brothers', "A Night at the Opera," (Cla..ssic Film Series) at
· Hertz Auditorium at 7 p.m.
Soccer at Gonzaga University.

allow people to gather together to weapons system are being as- So far. actions are
protest the continuance of the sem bled.
arms race, the nuclear threat planned for Sunnyvale, California,
represented by the Trident sub- home of Lockheed, where the
marine, and to present alterna- missiles are being manufactured;
tives to massive military spending. King's Bay, Georgia, where the
That same weekend there will Navy wants· to keep more
be anti-Trident demonstrations Tridents; Groton, Connecticut,
across the country. in cities where . where Electric Boat Co.; a division
different parts of the Trident of General Dynamics, is trying to
build the subs; and St. Louis.
Missouri, home of General Dynamics, the people working on
NAVSTAR, the latest in satellitesubmarine tracking systems.
"King-Farlow is concerned Also on October 28, there will be a
about the survival of Western large-scale nuclear moratorium
civilization and freedom," states march in Washington, D.C. All
Goedecke, professor of philosophy actions are being planned locally;
at Central.
King-Farlow, who can often he some will include civil disfound in blue-jeans and fur boots, obedience, others will not.
lives in Alberta but has studied
People from the Northwest,
and lived in the United States. He which- may include Washington,
attended both Winchester and Oregon, Idaho, Montana, WyomOxford Universities and is cur- ing, and British Columbia, Canada,
rently president of the Canadian will be gathering at noon on
Philosophical Association.
Sunday, October 28, at a farm near
King-Farlow is· the author of the site of a rally protesting
several books. His newest volume Trident on May 21, 1978. At 1:30
is Society and Self-Knowledge.
p.m., people will parade to
Subbase Bangor, about 1 mile
away, where Peace Conversion
City
be constructe~. a
settlement of tents, booths,
murals, and displays, which will
ordination (as stated in the faculty represent alternatives to building
code) an appropriate term to use weapons of de~truction like Triin the context of the university dent.
community ... according to the
Persons that plan to participate
code.... is one basis for dismissal, in civil disobedience are required
' yet the code provides no definition to go through non-violence trainfor insubordination. .This lack of ing before hand.
In Ellensburg, there will be a
definition is a potential hazard to
the faculty."
training session Sunday, October
The AFT, along with other 21, from 1-6 p.m. in th.e SUB, Room
organizations, has since taken the 204.
For more information, contact
, issue to court and lost. They have
Jan, 925-24~0_.
·m<,tde no appeal.

Stastny

delegate and Central faculty
member, indicated in the Daily
Record last spring that the overall
satisfaction with the current
Central Faculty Code. is at issue as
much as the pending Stastny
dismissal.
The grievance committee of the
American Federation of Teacher
(AFT), local 3231, published a
report on this issue in February of
1979. In addressing the term
insubordination, it said, "Is insub-

will .

Free Travel Box
I

Monday, October 15
Curbstone, SUB Pit at 12 noon.

Tuesday, October 16
Women's Volleyball with Gonzaga University at 7:30 p.m. in
Nicholson Pavilion.

Wednesday, October 17
Papa John's ·coffee House, SUB Pit 8 p.m. Open mike
entertainment.

Buy 5 New Improved
Studio C90 cassettes,

and geta

Ain't Misbehavin' will be appearing at the Capitol Theatre i:q
Yakima at 3 p.m. on Sunday, October 28, 1979. Tickets are $14.50,
available Monday through Friday. Phone reservations may be
made by calling 575-6264.

Little River Band in Seattle on October 30, 1979 at 8 p.m. in the
Seattle Center Arena.

45

Value

·

FREE Travel Box

Also ....

A $35

New Studio tape formulation for:
.• Brighter, cleaner recordings.
• Increased high end sensitivity.
• Reduced background noise.
Travel Box:
• A $5.95 value free.
• Holds 12 cassettes.
High-quality construction.
• Great organizer for car stereos.

o .nly

$2495

Including our already
discounted price on
~

BASF Studio I tape

tlBASF

THE INVENTOR OF RECORDING TAPE

.

STORE HOURS:
10:30-5:30
(Closed Sunday)

October 11, 19'19
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Crisis line enlisting volunteers
byLizLane ·
It's time again for the annual
Crisis Line volunteer trah1ing
session and plans are already
underway to make it a .beneficial
one, according to Jackie Galbraith,
Crisis Line director.

The ·training session will begin
October 19, run through · October
21, and. will be held in Michaelsen
Hall, Room 126.
The training begins that Friday
night with Galbraith and CL board
member Pat Davis speaking on
the topic of "needs assessment and
values."

"We'll also talk about Crisis
Line's history, what we do for the
community, how we function in it,
and we'll also answer basic
questions about the Line,"
Galbraith said.
Work will be done in small
suoups and this session will last
from 7 until 10 p.m.
Jim Green of the Central
psychology department will .start
the Saturday morning session by
taining potential CL volunteers in
the various aspects of communications, such as making use of proper
feedback when listening to a person and paraphrasing to make sure
you understand what the person is
served as support materials for saying.
"These are skills that people can
actual legislation draft in Olympia.
All bills of the session are collected pr actice for our training and use in
in a billbook which is then mailed their everyday lives as well,"
. to participants and selected Galbraith said.
legislators and other interested
Green will show them how to
groups and individuals.
use these skills in actual crisisTh e campus delegation is type situations and give them an
holding its first meeting this . opportunity to practice using them
quarter in Room 209 of the SUB on as well.
Following this session, the
Wednesday, October 17, 1979.
Anyone interested in becoming volunteers will visit various local
more aware of and active in state counseling agencies in the aftergovernment is encouraged to noon.
attend or call the political science
The first stop will be the Family
department, to leave a message to Service and Counseling Center
be contacted.
where Rick Pyeatt, director of

Student legislature
practices lawmaking
The Washington Student Legislature (WSL) trains students in
the legislative process and the
roles of our r.e presentatives. WSL
will hold its seventh session here
during spring break.
Students from community colleges, private institutions, and the
state universities meet once a year
to hold the session. Participants
are divided into two groups
representing the House of Repre- ·
sentatives and the Senate. Floor,
minority, and majority leaders
along with officers of the chambers
are elected prior to session. Also,
before the session . commences,
students are coached in workshops
in drafting, debating, and understanding legislation.
The WSL over past years has
covered a wide variety of issues
ranging from Indian fishing rights,
abortion, environmental codes,
Washington laws, youth employment, and education. Some of the
bills passed at prior sessions have

Women's
Studies ·
open house·
Centrars Center for Women's
Studies will host an open house
tonight from 2:30 to 5:30 p.m .. at
Kennedy HallaRoom 157 . .
"We want to give community
members as well, as those
affiliated with Central, · information about where the . center is,
what it provides, what academic
programs are being developed and
what is being planned for the
.women on campus and in the
community," said Dr . .Madge
Young, director of the Women's
Center.
"The center provides a lot of
good information and support for
women who want to realize their
potential," said Dr. Young.
Realizing the need. for such a
program, Central established the
center to continue the services of a
previous women's center and to
develop an academic program in
Women's Studies.

Emergency Services, will explain
to them· how mental health
professionals provide back-up for
volunteers working on the Line. _
"Rick will demonstrate to the
group how to contact a mental
health professional if needed and
how to use the paging ·system to
contact them day or night,"
Galbraith explained.
She further added that Pyeatt
will also talk about suicide and
how to screen these potentially
dangerous calls, usually with the
help of a mental health professional.
Next stop on the counseling
agency tour will be at Youth
Services where Jack Baker, Youth
Services director, will explain
about his program and how to
make referrals for youth and for
drug abuse cases. Joe 1Valentine of
the Department of Social and
Heal~h Services will also be on
hand to discuss child abuse and
what a CL volunteer should do
when he or she gets such a call and
who it should be referred to. He
will also discuss the legal aspects
of the .child abuse cases.
The training will be wrapped up
on Sunday when the volunteers
learn about community resources
and how to make proper referrals

to other service groups like Rape
Relief, Family Violence · and
Alcoholics Anonymous~
Those interested in becoming
volunteers are en~ouraged to
register October 17 from 7-9 p.m.
at the Morris Sorenson .building,
507 Nanum Street.
"This process takes about 30
minutes_. During this period,
people can come in at any time and
fill out an application," Galbraith
said.
Each volunteer will also receive
a reading packet so that they can
become familiar with the new ·
concepts before the actual training
begins, she added.
After the training. a volunteer
can expect to serve one three-hour
shift per week. A commitment of
one year's service can be expected,
but the year's service can be
intermittent or flexible.
There is a minimum age
requirement of 18 years, but
Galbraith feels that a volunteer
should, most importantly, "have
an open mind and mature
attitude."
Questions about the training can
be further answered by Galbraith
by phoning 925-2166 in the
mornings or 925-2223 in the
afternoon or evenings.

Goodmornin
Hows your feet.
You kept them up late last night didn't you? And
now they don't feel so good.
.
.
You should put theminto a pair of Rockports.
Rockports are your feet's idea of a good shoe. Comfortable. Very, very cornfortable. Because we don't make
men's and women's shoes to fit certain price.ranges. We
make them to fit feet. We're funny that way.
·
For example, our shoes are stitched by hand. Because even the best machines can't stitch as well as people.
And the sole isn't one big hunk of crepe.
It's at least eight separate layers. This makes our
sole softer. More flexible. Easier on yollr feet.
Slip your feet into a pairt",-- .of Rockports. And let
, · · them know what
it feels like to
beloved.
I

.

"Our business is
going places"

434 North Sprague
Ellensburg
Phone 925-6961

I

.Feet have.feelings, too. RJB?ckporr ]·
For your nearest dea1er. tvrice ~OCKPOrt -.=orr•pany, Marlboro MA 01752
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Editorial Page
A hunting we _w ill go Inflation
by Scott M ueggler
Each year, many of Central's
students flock to the hills for the
advent of hunting season. Many
also carry weapons that are, foi
the most part, deadly by nature.
both intentionally and accident. ally. I guess most weapons are
like that though, few can be fully
entrusted not to harm the
possesso17.
The Kittitas and surrounding
counties offer excellent opportunities for game and recreation. Most
hunters travel towards Wenatchee, others to the Snoqualamie
areas. Some even stay on campus
for lighter pursuits of the opposite
gender, although not as heavily
armed. But with game hunting,
. the rules, admittedly, ar.e not aE
simple.

Central has been lucky over the
years: few of our own are lost to
hunt\ng accidents. This "luck," if
fliat ~s what it is, can mostly be
attributed to a certain degree of
intelligence. · Students from the
dorms have in the past been
coached by dorm staff to leave a
note describing where they'll be
at, and when they'll return.
Off-¢ampus students often inform
their neighbors, and many hunt in
groups.
Spme credit must also be given
to local rangers and other law
enf?rcement agents. Signs, maps,
and information sources are
available to the unfamiliar or
novice hunters, so "big white
hunters" are fortunately few.
The .amimals are also to be

commended.
They 'have this
knack for hiding when the season
starts. This reduces· the odds of
hunters inadvertantly shooting
each other in cross fire, or so the
story goes.

a long
fought battle
by Eric Gleason

The one subject that everybody increased and the burden to this
is tired of hearing about and yet day has been constantly dropped
we are confronted by it everyday, on the American taxpayer. In the
In conclusion, before loading up
is inflation! This is an issue that last decade, the U.S. government
the car to go hunting, leave a
has confronted the American has tried various ideas to relieve
message with someone about the
people for a long time-:-a battle t'1e problem of inflation.
particulars of your excursion and
without guns-a battle we are
First, price and wage controls
take a little time to learn about the
losing.
were established to put a lid on
area you'll be in so as not to invite
Inflation is described as a both consumer prices and wages
disaster. But more importantly,
relatively large Increase in the and eventually slow inflation
be careful to aim at proper targets
general price le.vel as opposed to down. The nation's workers
and please don't leave any
an idle, even, no change in the protested ·because they were
wounded creatures behind. Hunt- level of incomes. This can be seen struggling to get ahead as well as
.ing is a significant element in the ·as the price of homes, clothes, support their families. Industry
cars, food, and medical expenses protested because they felt this
chain of life-don't ·take it for have continued to climb. Some of feduced the amount of profits they
granted or lightly.
these prices have even tripled would be able to make while the
since 1970 and within the last few costs of production continued to
years inflation has been crowned rise unaffected by the new.
public enemy number one.
controls.
Another plan that was thrown
What does inflation mean to us as
students? Well, we are faced with into action by the Nixon adminis"
by Ken Munsell
higher costs of education, books, tration, provided the American
and living expenses. A report by taxpayer with a tax rebate. It was
Graduate students support vro- the same level, few people can see Newsweek magazine showed that hoped that this would be a
grams like the film festival at anything more than the top half of in 1960 the cost ·of higher · stimulus to the economy by
larger universities but since the movie.
Also, since the education averaged about $1,528 encouraging American taxpayers
Central does not have a large projection room or ~erhaps the ' per year and by 1978 was closer to to spend the money on goods and
population of graduate students, screen is too low, part of the movie $4,500 per year. The institution of services thereby raising the total
higher education itself doesn't get of industria-1 sales. This plan
the support given to this and other isn't projected onto the screen,-but
off so easy. either· The cost of backfired because many Americultural events is gratifying.
instead onto people's heads in the
Central's music department also front row. It's about time that energy has continued to soar and .cans put the money in savings thus
tries hard. Its program of faculty someone realized that the SUB with that, so has the cost of - making more money available for
loans.
recitals brings the best in classical theater was a good idea that just heating and lighting classrooms.
It was then pointed out that
Economists have stated that
music to anyone m college or tne didn't work and reschedule the
community that wants something films .at the underused McConnell inflation has caused the dollar to possibly the higher costs of labor
different. The drama department _ Auditorium or some other place on decrease in value, thus, causing and resources was the major cause
the cost of goods and services to of rising prices. Workers demandalso continues its series. of plays campus.
every quarter for those who like
Well, in other words, there is increase. Over the past few years, ing more wages and increased
quality acting. The only .sad note culture in Ellensburg.
It's it seems as if the GNP (Gross benefits presented employers with
about Central's offerings is the gratifying that people can support National Product) has been soar- a higher cost of doing business. At
Thursday night ASC movie. ·
these programs in a small town ing when, in all actuality the real the same time, the higher price of
Even there, the quality of the and it makes a college person's growth has been much slower due resources including energy also
caused .increased prices in the
selections cannot be faulted.
stay just a little easier-not to to inflated dollars.
Government agencies have long production of goods and services.
Trying to appeal to a broad mention how much nicer it makes
spectrum of tastes is not easy, but life for the rest of Ellensburg's had the finger pointed at th.em as Industries, in turn, passed these
being the major contributor of costs to consumers in the form of
every quarter the program sue- citizens.
inflation. Several causes of infla- higher prices.
·
ceeds. For instance, the lineup
Few towns the size of Ellens- tion include a national budget
this quarter has something for the
In the next issue of the CRIER
lovers of porn to the lovers of burg are so fortunate; Most are so deficit, printing more money to the discussion will be centered
ballet and quite a bit inbetween. sterile that littie, if anything finance additional expenses, and around the Carter administration's
A few farseeing - continued growth of government. efforts ·in battling inflation and
'The only problem is the theater. happens.
Secondly, the cost of maintain- whether these efforts have been
The SUB theater is perhaps the . individuals at Central have deworst place ever devised to show a veloped programs to combat this ing the governm.e nt has drastically any success.
~
movie. Since all the seats are on and have succeeded.

Central is cultural oasis
Culture is alive and well at
Central.
Whether there is a
demand or not, several people and
organizations have conspired to
give Central a cultural shot in the
arm.
It's difficult for a college the size
of Central, located in a small town
such as Ellensburg to support the
arts. This could be discouraging
J;mt it hasn't been to many people
on campus.
One of the most unheralded
campµs events happens every
Sunday in Hertz Hall. The Classic
Film Series presented weekly each
quarter, consistently brings high
quality films by the world's best
directors to Central. For at least
the last three years, this series has
been growing in popularity and for
good reason. Its sponsors have
constantly chosen only the best
movies for their showings.
Lately; the series has grown in
popularity, which must be gratifying to its sponsors. Unfortunately,
not very many students attend,
but this is more than made up for
_by townspeople and faculty, many
of whom attend every week.

l
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restaurant
Excellent sandwiches, pizzas &
Mexican food.

Thurs: T-Jay

_Mon-Thursday 11:80-9:00
Fri-Sat 11:30-10:30

Fri: Joan Ulom
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Central buys TV equipment
by Pat Reed
Central's television services
held an open house last Tuesday to
show off a lot of new equipment,
including a studio set-up that looks
like behind the scenes at ABC
Evening News. It's not quite
_finished yet, but when it is, it will
be comparable to any broadcast
station in the state, according to
the director of Television Services,
Bill Craig.
"We'll be entering a new era
with the completion of this color
T.V. program," Craig said as he
.showed the two new studios and
master control room. The main
studio is big eriough for three sets,
and has a lighting system that cost

nearly $35,000. The cameras, just
for that - studio, cost about
$100,000.
When it's complete, hopefully at
the end of this quarter, Craig said,
"It will increase our production
capabilities one hundred fold. We
have the potential of doing
excellent productions. We most
likely will be doing the annual
Christmas show for KNDO (in
Yakima)."
He add~d that he
anticipated that most kinds of
production could be done in the
facility, including incorporating
outside video tape into studio
productions.
The new equipment includes a
master light control panel, a new

special effects generator, a character generator (does the graphics
that go over a picture), and
something Craig refers to as a
"film chain" which is a camera that
can take 8 or 16 milimeter film or
slides and put them into the
broadcast channel. In addition,
there are two new editing station~,
one to be used by students and the
other by the production staff.
"All · of this will provide
tremendous opportunity for students who are 'properly trained,
capable and willing to do their own
thing as far as production," Craig
said. Craig himself teaches how to
operate the equipment in basic,
and advanced cablecasting, under
the mass media department.

Arts and humanities

Department seeks·new dean

El Charro Cafe

the

the search committee, said that Coast. He ·attributed· t'liis to
the deadline for submitting appli- desire of many people to move out
The selection process continues cations was September 1 with 70 of a suburban atmosphere and
added that Central has a fairly
for a dean of the arts and people ~pplying for the position.
The committee advertised na- good reputation nationally. He
humanities department. Zoltan
Kramer has been interim dean tionally for candidates with 800 said that the climate and populasince the departure of Dr . .Jack · placement offices and placed ads in tion of Ellensburg are also positive
Housley three years ago. But a the Chronicle of Higher Education drawing factors.
Frye stated that he was
target date of January 1 pas now and the Affirmative Action News·
disappointed that no local applibeen given as the ·deadline to letter.
Of the 70 applicants, Frye said . cations were submitted and said of
permanently fill the position.
Dr. Ronald Frye, chairman of most of them came from the East the total number of applicants,
"Frankly, I expected more." He
said that economic factors probably played a large part in the low
number of applicants because
educators are leery of making
major mov~s now that the national
economic situation is so unpredictable.
·
Part of the committee's proceInitial .business ' «:Jf the Central direct a proposed club council on
dure for selecting applicants will
Board of Directors' October 1 campus.
involve narrowing the list of
meeting was devoted to the
Future plans of the BOD include
election of Jim Ball and Pam attendance by Ball at a model candidates to 15 by November 1.
Klein-Bosh, as BOD chairman and United Nations conference at From that list, the committee
vice chair. The BOD is the Central Seattle Pacific University and the members will recommend five
student government agency.
entire Board at a planned individuals to the administration.
Meetings are every Wednesday in "leadership training retreat" at At least three of the five will then
the SUB, Room 103 at noon, and Lake Wenatchee later this fall.
be invited to the campus for
personal interviews.
are .open to the student body.
In other business, Ball stated it
The committee consists of at
Students are encouraged to attend
to voice their opinions and take an necessary for the BOD tO' develop least one member from each of the
active part in student government. better lines of communication with arts and humanities departments
Members of the BOD include: Jim the ASC Programming Agency on campus. They.are: Dr. David
Ball, Brian Taylor, Jack Page, Pam and campus committees. Ball is Burt, English; Thomas Blanton,
currently the chairman of the ASC English; Dr. Richard Doi, a,t; Dr.
Klein-Bosh, and Sharon Diebert.
Appointments of BOD members Joint Committee on Committees. · C9ns.t~nce Speth, art; Dr. Lynn
to certain campus organizations as It was also decided that the BOD Dupin, music;Dr. Gorson Leavitt,
our representatives include Page. would allocate each campus club music; Dr. Betty Evans, drama;
who will sit-on the Campus Faculty $25 for administrative purposes.
Dr. H.aeburne Heimbeck, philosoSenate, and Ball, on the Presi- If any additional funds are sought - phy; and Dr. Nancy Lester,
by campus clubs, an application foreign language; with Chairman
dent's
Advisory Council.
Dr. Ronald Frye, education.
Klein-Bosh was nominated to procedure is available.
by Judy Knutson

BOD begins year

'!(lift

Books

.Orders to go
Beer to go
Daily Luncheon Specials
HOURS:

Tues ..Thurs: 11 ..a
Fri-Sat: l l -9
Closed Sun. & Mon.

401 S. Main

925-1693

·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

FOR YOUR

ATHLETIC
NEEDS
*SHORTS

* JOG SUITS
* SPORTS SOCKS
* SWEAT SHIRTS & PANTS
SUPER SELECTION!
SPECIAL PRICES! .
AT

BERRYS OR BANKCARDS WELCOME
HOURS MON-SAT 9:30-5:30
FRIDAYS TIL 9PM
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Arts ·and Entertain1nent
Eatery energies well directed
Outrageous Taco doesn't stop at
just the food aspect of ·a
restaurant.
The collective group of owners,
consisting of eight adults and four
· children, had an inspiration about
a year ago in effort to create a
more enjoyable atmosphere for
the college students. They wanted
to combine student activities in
the field -of music in a program
hosted by Outrageous Taco.
It was their desire to create a
friendly atmosphere for students
in which to enjoy tl{e food and live

entertainment. And, just as
importantly, Outrageous Taco
wanted to help musicians develop
professional skills by providing the
stage and audience. According to
the owners, playing before the
public is the r.eal essence of
learning how to be a professional
musician.
Last year, :the idea of the
musical program was taken to
Central, where John Drinkwater
suggested a co-sponsorship with
the college.
The Board of
Directors accepted the suggestion,

THE
GREAT· ESCAPE.
You dream about it at night ... the day you
can close your books, get out of this place and
forget about studying for awhile.
Well, the Great Escape is here ... this
weekend, with Greyhound. Escape to the
country or go see some friends. Just decide
- which escape route you want and we'll do
the rest.
We'll get you 9ut of town and away from the
books so you can clear your head. It doesn't cost
much and it'll do you a world of good.
So make the Great Escape this weekend ...
with Greyhound.
One-Way

Seattle

$7.80

$14.85

5 Daily .Departures

Yakima

$3.15

$6.00

5 Daily Departures

Spokane

$12.00

$22.80

3 Daily Departures

Depart

Arrive

(Pri ces subject to change.)

Annette William·s, agent

-•-

Witm:cept

'1154'

Okanogan Street

925-8~7

~®

GO GREYHOllllJ

An Evening With

• • •

Alumni show

with room for expansion. Right
now Thursdays are being considered as a third night for live
music, and perhaps one day a
month Papa John's will keep
jamming til midnight. In the near
future, an open mike night on
Mondays from 7 to 10 p.m. will be
available to any musicians wanting
to play a few·songs. This night will
be similiar to the Wednesday Papa
John's on campus. An Expresso
Snackbar is also being planned to
serve desserts, tea and coffee. OT
is also considering supplying
backgammon boards, chess boards

Peter J. Solomon, deputy mayor
for Economic Policy and Development, announced · today that the
New York City Office of Economic
Development, in cooperation with
the Slide Fastener Association,
will sponsor a contest to promote
new and innovative uses of zippers
in fashion and industry.
The ZIPP-IN, which opened
September 17, 1979, is a part of
the effort to help industries that
have suffered economic setbacks
because of imports. The slide
fastener industry has been one of
the hardest hit in this area.
Entries in the contest will be
judged in. professional and student
categories. All entries should be
mounted on boards no larger than
ll"x14" with a written description
of the design on the back. They
also should carry the name,

/

JOHN FISCHER

and other games for customer
use. Candles and dimmed lights
are further atmosphere-creating
ideas.
OT is confident the energy put
into the program will pay off for
them. The owners want to provide
a 'progressive place' to support the
musician by providing a space and
the audience to use to grow into
what may be a professional
musical
career. · Co-owner
Jonathan Davis would·like to meet
interested musicians and give
auditions ~t 4 p.m., Monday
through Thursday.

CoDlposing
for cash

Central alumni artists are
currently dispfaying their work in
the Alumni Office, Barge Hall,
Room 310. Some items are for
sale.
They include paintings,
etchings, silk screens, pottery,
sculptures and books. Those
interested in displaying their work
should contact the Alumni Office.

Zippers on the slide

To

Round-Trip

thus OT became the first off.
campus private business with a
college co-sponsored program.
Evel.'y Friday and Saturday
night from 7-10:30, entertainment
appeared on the stage.
Papa
John's became the name of the
program. "Everyone that's come
has had a real good time," stated
an OT representative. Fun is
stressed in the program because
Papa John's is strictly a non-profit
program, intended for the enjoyment of the musicians and the
public.
Papa John's is back this year

address, phone number, place of
employment or school affiliation of
the designer. Deadline for entries
is November 9, 1979.
Judges for the contest are all
leaders in the fashion, design and
technical industries. They will
select a portfolio of 24 designs, 12
each from the student and
professional categories, which will
be mailed to 1,500 potential users
around the country.
There is no limit to the number
of entries that can be submitted by
a single designer or student, and
there is no limit to the range of
areas for the designs. While it is
expected that most of the designs
will involve fashion uses, the
judges also anticipate entries that
will define novel uses for zippers in
industrial and other areas.
Prizes will be awarded on
November 27, 1979. All entries should be sent to Rena Burg,
Project Manager,· New York City
Office of Economic Development,
Room 2406, 225 Broadway, New
York, N.Y. 10007. All entries
become the. property of the Slide
Fastener Association.

A total of $15,000 is available to
young composers in the 28th
annual BMI Awards to Student
Composers competition sponsored
by Broadcast Music, Inc.
The BMI Awards project annually gives cash prizes to
encourage the creation of concert
.music by stµdent composers and to
aid them in financing their musical
education. Prizes ranging from
$500 to $2,50Q will be awarded at
the discretion of the judges. - To
date, 245 students, ranging in age
from 8 to 25, have received BMI
Awards.
The 1979-80 BMI Awards
competition is open to student
composers who are citizens or
permanent residents of the Western Hemisphere and are enrolled
in accredited secondary schools,
colleges and conservatories, . or
engaged in private study with
recognized
and established
teachers anywhere in the world.
Entrants must be under 26 years
of age on December 31, 1979. No
limitations are established as to
instrumentation, stylistic considerations, or length of works
submitted. Students may enter no
more than one composition which
need not have been composed
during the year of entry.
The 1979-80 competition closes
February 15, 1980. Official rules
and entry blanks are available
from James G. Roy, Jr., director
BMI Awards to Student Composers, Broadcast Music, Inc., 320.
West 57th Street, New York, N.Y.
10019.

LIBERTY Theatre
Morgan Junior High School
1Saturday, October 13, 1979
7 :00 p.m.

OPEN 6:45
925-9511
Shows
1 0

~

B&EAICIRG AWAY
!mll01=~=~~~F~~AK~~MlfY

<NJ stamrg BARBARA eMRIE OOL OOCliY mcrlmJ lmYN DOU(lAS.)
PrOOmlam iJleoolby PETER YATES Wntmby STE\A: 1fSrn Moc~ bv ~ VVIUJAMS

8: 50

IPGI.

OPEN 6:45
925-4598
Plays thru
Plays Nightly at 7:00 & 8:50 Tuesday

The VILLAGE.

RlJ[

Student Advanced • • • $2.00
General Advanced . • • $2.50

·,\ ~Sfdff"'

Door Admission • . . $3.50
Ticket Outlets

};\ IPGl·
- .
~

C.W.U. Information Booth, S.U.8.

KING'S CORNER-Ellensburg

IN CONCERT
A Central Christian Fellowship Production

STARTS

WEDNESDAY

-

From llASINI

Colounloia

c 1'1tCOLUlllNAPICTUAf.SINOUSllaES. INC.

PictuftS
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. Masses to march
by Jan Richards
More than 20 high school bands
will be guests of Central when the
Wildcat Marching Band hosts
B,and Day Oct. 27.
High school bands from all areas
of the state will perform and
compete in the Homecoming
parade and halftime activities
• during the Homecoming game

between Central and Western
Washington University.
The Homecoming parade will
begin at 9:30 a.m. and all bands
will be judged on musicianship,
showmanship, and marching and
maneuvering. The Wildcat Marching Band will present the halftime
show in which the massed bands

,.

Album explores women
by Steve A. Jones

consists of

mellow songs about bittersweet
romances. The album is dedicated
to exploring the many aspects of
women and their relationship to
men, which expiains the title.
The Munich Symphony Orchestra performs frequently throughout the album, basically as a
backdrop to the host of keyboards
and synthesizers. The guitars and
drums are sharply played and the
brass section adds spice to the
music. There are four different
lead vocalists in the ·album, which
is highly unorthodox yet effective.
All of this is brought together by
Parsons, who is a wizard at
production.
When Alan Parsons does an
album, it is more than that; it is
indeed a "project" and this one is
his best release yet.

will conclude the activities. '1)-ophies and awards will also be
presented at that time.
.
Participating bands include
those from Davis, Mercer Island,
Zillah, Ellensburg, ~horewood,
Roosevelt, Moses Lake, Ephrata
and Goldendale high schools.
Guest judges for the competition will be Mr. Roland
Schanzenbach of Decatur High
School, Mr. Ed Peterson of
Everett and Mr. Dave Barduhn, a
Central graduate who is currently
working with professional drum
and bugle corps in Seattle.
The marching band program at
Central has doubled in size in the
past two years. More than 115
students participate in the present
program, including both performance, education, music and
non-music majors. Corps style
marching has been adopted in this
new program and allows the
performers in the band to execute see .the program continue to build
The band and flag corp are
and present a more musically and develop. "We offer all aspects non-auditioned groups and interaccurate halftime show. This new of a total music education program ested students should talk with•
style will be presented at the for our potential teachers here at Allen in Hertz Hall.
halftime of the Homecoming game. Central. It is very important to
Upcoming events for band
Extensive recruitment efforts cover all areas:marching, concert, enthusiasts include a Big Band
by Central band members has jazz, etc., so that our teachers will · O'Rama Dec. 1 and an album to be
resulted in tremendous growth in be well prepared. We must also cut by the Symphony Band. Their
the present program. Dr. Steve demonstrate high standards in first such recording, the album
each area."
will be released next month.
Alle~, band director, would like to

Marching
Band

Tonite:

Gimme Shelter

~:

Wit'?::;;:;,:··
r

Shoemakers to America

$62 .oo
~-

MUN DY'S
Shoe Store
downtown
Pinto X795

October 18, ·1979
TirYJe: ~' 7, 9:30 p.m.
Place: SUB Theatre
Cost: . $·1.50

An ASC Production

Pye 8
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Sports

Defense key to 7--7 Wildcat tie
by Monte Carlon
Bouncing back from three
opening season defeats, the
Central Wildcats came from
behind to garner a 7-7 tie with the
Whitworth College Pirates last
Saturday afternoon at Tomlinson
Field.
.
The 7-7 draw was Central's
fourth contest in non-league play
in 1979. The Wildcats' season
mark now stands at 0-3-1.
~he . Central defense played
exceptionally well, especially the
much-maligned Central secondary.
The defense intercepted fine
passes and held Whitworth without a first down until 12:43 to go in
the first half.

"In more ways than one, I
thought they played extremely
well," head coach Tom Parry
remarked.
On the field for most of the day,
the Central defense halted numerous Pirate scoring drives. In the
secon~ quarter alone, the Wildcats
picked off three passes.
Early in the second period,
freshman linebacker Frank Yellam .
intercepted his third pass of the
season to halt a 14-play drive by
the Pirates. A pair of intercep- .
tions by. sophomore safety Kyle
Peer stopped Whitworth on the
Central five-yard line and in the
Wildcat end zone.
While the defense was shining,

The Homest.ead
Tavern
Happy,
homey atmosphere!
Students! Make your
"home away from home"
at

The Homestead
301 N. Pearl ,
Sunday thru Thursday
·10 a.m. ·midnight

,llllllli
,

-1-

BIG .G AINER-Wildcat Mike Johnson is
shown here returning one of the five punts he

received last weekend. On this return against the
Whitworth Pirates, Johnson returned the punt 53
yards to help preserve the Wildcat tie.

bootleg around left end for a . only 6:09 to go in the game.
Central then elected to go for
touchdown. The conversion gave
the Pirates a 7-0 advantage they the one point conversion instead of
the two point try. Dave Jaderlund
held until the fourth quarter.
The Pirates threatened to take a then split the uprights with the
10-0 lead early in the fourth period clutch PAT to knot the struggle
·
on a 31-yard field goal. However, a at 7-7.
Mentioning the situation, Parry
bad snap from center and then a
desperation pass enabled sopho- said, "We discussed it on the
more Mark Greenleaf to snare sidelines. There was · just a
Central's fourth interception of the consensus (among the coaches)
that we should go for one."
day.
.
Freshmen Tom Freeman's late
The Wildcats' only scoring drive
was set up by a Mike Studer game interception in the Central
fumble recovery on the Whitworth endzone preserved the tie. The
38-yard line. Quarterback Rick Central defense was responsible
Reid then quickly hit tight end for pressuring the Pirates into six
turnovers.
Chri~ Olsen over the middle for a
Parry said he was especially
26-yard gain on the first play.
Three plays later, the Wildcats pleased with the defensive play of
were facing a fourth and one right tackle Jay Zamzow, safety
situation on the Whitworth 3-yard Tom Freeman, sophomore Tim
line. · Senior fullback Tom Kofstad, and junior Mike Johnson.
Added Parry, "Mike Johnson
Scarsorie then darted off a right
tackle for the score to bring has really come on for us. He's
Central within a single point with done a super job and I'm really
proud of him."
The Wildcats will open league
play this Saturday afternoon when
they travel south to take on
undefeated Oregon Tech. The
27, 979
~ Evergreen Conference tilt is
scheduled to begin at 1 p.m.

the offense was stumbling. The
Wildcat offense could only manage
49 yards on the ground and 86
through the air.
Central also
fumbled four times, picked up only
seven first downs, and was forced
to punt 10 times.
· "They (Whitworth) just came
after us. We were successful until
Gregg (Wilbanks) got hurt. We
tried four screen passes and not
one of them worked," Parry noted.
Starting quarterback Gregg
Wilbanks l~ft the game in the first
quarter with a dislocated shoulder
after completing 4 of 6 passes for
25 yards. After Jon Eagle filled in
at quarterback for the rest of the
first half, junior Ron Reid took
over the quarterbacking chores in
the second half, engineering the
Wildcats' only scoring drive.
With only 1:05 remaining in the
first half, Whitworth quarterback
Robert Bracht capped a 5-play,
42-yard drive with a 6-yar

*E***********.***~-~***.***********************************************
~
HOMECOMING DINNER
E
Everyone is welcome.

!

*~

Honored classes will be '44, '54,1& '69
~

~

October

6:30 p.m.
Samuelson Union Building

~ 11
*~

!*

$7 .00 per person
(Entertainment will be provided)

~,

Reservations are required.
Call 963-1511 or stop by 212 SUB.
Reservations will be accepted
through October 24th.

~
~

*
**
**~
!*
!*
*
"*~
** .
i*

MENU
Cream of Asparagu~ Soup
Shishkebob
Saffron Rice
Pita Bread
Sherbert

'

.

• • • • • • • "t . . . . . . .

•................

..

~
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*~

*

**~

*~

..

*
*~
~
~

Rick Sasaki

962-9292
*
** 'Tear after year. semester
I after semester. the
**~ . CollcgcMaster·from
Union Life has
*~ Fidelit\·
been the most
most popular plan on ·
campuses all over America.
*~ Find out
the Fidelity Union
* Call
CollegeMaster· ·
Associate
*~ ' Field
in your area:
*
::
**
..................................

********************~**************~*********************************
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Dista-n ce runliers kick for high finish
•

by Mike Bingham

Strong finishes by Mark Brown

~ and Phil Phimister led Central's

men's cross country team · to a
third place finish in the Fort Casey
Invitational last Saturday. The
meet is one of the most prestigious
of the year and always draws the
top talent according to Central's
Coach Spike Arlt.
Individually, Brown was Cen· tral's top finisher coming in 11th
with a time of 30:27 and Phimister
crossed 14th in 30:29.
...1
"I made it by a kick," said Brown
on the race. "We were all running
in a pack and I just pulled out at
the end."
John Freeburg was 16th, 30:31;
Kent Hernandez 18th, 30:38 and
Toby Suhm 26th, 31:04, along with
• Brown· and Phimister' added up
an 85-point team total for the
Wildcats.
The first place team was Idaho
• With 20 and Club Northwest was
second totaling 75.
"We definitely haye a district
contender," said Coach Arlt. "We
just keep getting stronger and
stronger."
Arlt also mentioned mental
- preparation as an added dimension
• that came along with the addition
of assistant coach Rick Steer.
Steer is a psychology graduate
student who is equally impressed
• with· the Central squad.
"I see an outstanding team
developing," he said. "We'll give
• anyone a tough race."
Arlt's squad will be starting a
ten-day training period and will
not compete in the weekend's
Western Washington Invitational
at Lake Padden.

"We'll still be sending a few
freshman for the experience.,
though," Arlt added.
The women's cross country
team is also heading for a
successful season behind the
running of Carmen Aguirre and
Laura Myers.
As a team they put together a
strong finiSh at Fort Casey.
Official scoring was n<~t available
but according to Coach Jan
Boyungs, they placed fifth or sixth
out of 22 teams competing.
. Aguirre was Central's top
finisher and set a new school
' course record with a 18:19 time,
good for 15th place. The old
record was 18:54 set in 1977 by
Amelia Redhorn. "I didn't know
about the record at the time," said
Aguirre. "I was just trying to
keep my pace going. In fact I was
shocked when I found out."
Myers ran second for Central
coming in 42nd with a 19: 10 time.
She coupled with Aguirre in a near
accident at the starting line.
"My foot caught on someone
else's, causing the mishap," she
explained. "Luckily it wasn't that
bad. I doubt we lost anymore than
a second or tw9 unless it eaused us
to tense up a little."
Also scoring for Central was
Jeri Watson 60th, 19:45; Cheryl
Shellabarger 81st, 20:09 and
Janette Rue 105th, 20:58.
Improvement was the key to
last wee~eµd's race, according to
Coach Boyungs.
"We've really improved," she
explained. "The week before at
Whitman, we lost to both
Whitworth and Eastern' but at
Fort Casey we beat both those
teams. That only shows me one
thing-improvement." -

1

GOING STRONG-The women's cross country
team is shown here training for this weekend's
invititational at Western Washington University.

The Wildcats did well last weekend at the Ft.
Casey invitational and are looking to improve this
weekend.

Morning & afternoon preschool

Child Care 6:45-5:45

featuring:
reading, math readiness, art;, art, music, hot lunch, snacks

_

1

Lee's Child .Care~

Ju"~

Now taking applications for fall sessioii.s~

Kyle Peer
Peer showed excellent defenaive
moves for the WDdeata in the
game last week against the
Whitworth Pirates. Be was in on
six tackles and had two interceptions. Peer's leadership helped
the Wildcats to a 7-7 tie with the
Pirates.
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Monica Wat~hie in'juted

Field hockey season in doubt
The Central. field hockey team quickly," · Coach · Putnam said.
opened its field hockey season last They have fit into the team
weekend and managed just one tie beautifully. This year will be very
match in ies own four-team · · challenging because of our lack of
tournament.
experience."
. In a round-robin for~at, Central
One player who has made
· posted a 1-1 tie with Eastern tremendous progress is Lori
Oregon, but lost to Northwest Rathjen. She is- an agressive
player who quickly became CenNazarene 3-1 and George Fox 4-0.
Northwest Nazarene finished as tral's starting goalie.
the tournament's only undefeated
Only one of the new players to
team.
Central's team has had previous
Central's two tournament goals field hockey experience, and that
were scored by Monica Wi;itchie, a . is freshmen Michele Murray. She
senior from Bellevue. A versatile atte-nded Seattle's Shorecrest
and aggressive player, · Watchie High School, the only secondary
was ·injured during the tourney school in the state to offer the
and might miss part of the season. sportThe loss of 'Watchi~ w.ould
The Wildcats will travel to
definitely affect Central's playing
the rest of this season, because she Bellingham this weekend to
is one of only fiv_e returning 1979 participate in the Western Washplayers. .
ington Invitational. The Cats will
play Western Saturday morning
Coach Jean Putnam said, how- and then will face off with the
ever, that the inexperienced Knights ·0 f Pacific Lutheran
players were learning the game Saturday afternoon.
very quickly. She added that
everyone on the team played solid
field hockey at times last weekend.
"Our new players are ~oming
along and they are improving
daily," said Coach Putnam. "Right
now, our new girls are learning the ·
rules of the game and last
weekend's tournament gave .our
new players some game time
experience."
"Out of the eleven new players,
five. have picked up the sport very

. ON GUARD-Central field hockey members
defend the Wildcat goal against one of their rival

Picking up where they left off tney needed.
In the second game at Etastern
last season, the Central soccer club
breezed through three .games last Washington University, the Wild- ..
weekend (in~luding one by forfeit), cats recieved some balance in
to improve their record to 4-0, scoring and led from the opening
with two of the victories counting kick to post a 5-0 victory. Goals
were scored in the match by Gary
·towards the league standings.
The Cats opened the three game Davidson, Bob Storino, Tim
series against Green River C.C. Crawley and Pat Rantz. · Eastern
and pulled out a narrow . 5-3 · added the fifth goal by shooting
victory. The game was close from one into their own net.
Then on Sunday the Cat~ had an ·
the out-set and it wasn't until Greg
Williams headed the ball into the easy time of it as the Whitworth
net that the Cats got the cushion Pirates forfeited.

• rifles & shotg.uns
-SPECIAL 30-30 Reloads

•ammunition ·

reg. $6.85 with this ad .

· •hunting licences
• accessories

$4.95

• clothing-shooting vests

•

Netters .split openers

WILLIE 0TQANGE
&porting Goods
506 N. Pine

925-2200

MILK
lpm~7pm -

Mon-Sat

•

.Soccer team sweeps three

GET READY FOR HUNTING

. open

teams in last weekend's tournament. The Wildcats
will travel to Bellingham this weekend to compete
in the Western Washington Invitational.

* !h gal.

Farm Fresh 2 % Milk
79~

* · Farm Fresh Grade A
!h gal .. 75~

* !h gal.

Past/Homo Milk
79~

Located Just 8 Blocks West Of .Nicholson Pavilion

411 W•· 11• .•• 121-1121 ·Open Monday thru Saturdoy l p.m•.:/ P""·

'

Playing six matches in two ~ays, The players began to realize they
the travel-weary · Wildcats won could put together all the things
three out of six in a pair of Oregon they had been practicing ·and
tournament's last weekend. . achieve success.·
.
Central started the weekend by
"The good competition from the
splitting a pair of matches in the Oregon schools gave us an
season's first league tourney at the opportunity for tremendous
University of Portland.
growth," Killorn added.
"Our
Coach Erlice Killorn's Wildcats Saturday after)loon matches. were
defeated Portland 15-7, 15-10, but · characterized l>y effective serving
lost to Western Washington 15-10, and heads up offensive play."
15-10. Saturday, in the Oregon
Central, because of injuries, is
College of Education Invitational, · still not at full strength, but
they defeated OCE 15-12, 16-14, Killorn said the team has adapted
and Lewis & Clark 15-5, 15-6 in well to lineup changes. Potential
three games. The losses were starters Linda Lampers and Kelly
against Puget Sound 15-3, 15-7, Mannion are out with injuries and
and Willamette 15-6, 7-15, 8-15, two others, Nancy Simpson
15-11 and 16-14.
(sprained knee) and Cindy
"We played extremely well Johnson (sprained ankle) have
against OCE," Killorn said. "We been rested at times during the
had our first pro~onged intensity season.
The Wildcats' season
record now stands at 5-5.
and tEtal !!lovement of th~ yeB:_!':

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND PARTS ~

·1ND·EPENDENT AUTO 'REPAIR
603 North Main

925 :5539
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CHRISTMAS IN MEXICO . ·

JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP FOR
ARTS/SCIENCE CANDIDATES

UWSCHOOLOFPHARMACY

PACE ENTRANCE EXAM
INFORMATION

19. ~ Application material may be
picked up at the Career Planning
& Placement Center, Barge 105.

The Central Alumni Association
,Representatives from the UW
is spqnsoring a tour to Mazatlan
Job search workshops deal with School of Pharmacy will be on
Students interested in taking
December 22-31 for $499. Faculty, ,. important considerations, and this campus to discuss the program the Pace Entrance Exam for
. DRAMATICS WORKSHOP
staff and students are w~lcome to material ·is presented in three with interested students. A federal employment should keep in
join alumni in thi~ venture. If you different sessions, each lasting one sign-up sheet will be available in touch with Career Planning &
A creative dramatics workshop
are interested, call the Alumni hour.
Barge Hall, Room 105 at the Placement Center. We have been for elementary teachers will be
First day-Learn ·what skills Career Planning & Placement advised that information will be held here tomorrow from 9 a.m. to
Office soon, 963-2752.
you have and how to find the job office.
made available sometime in 12 p.m. in Threepenny Playhouse,
, CAMPUS INT~RV.IEWS
you want.
January 1980.
Barge Hall, Room 300.
PHI DELTA KAPPA
Second day-Learn how to
The workshop will be one of
SQUARE
DANCING
The following firms will have develop an effective letter of
several taking place this fall across
The Central Washington Chaprepresentatives at the Career application and resume.
ter of Phi Delta Kappa, a national
Fall means it's square dance the state, sponsored by the
Planning and Placement Center to
Third day-Learn how to handle educators' association, will hold an time again.
Lessons begin Washington Association of Theainterview interested candidates.
the 30-minute lifetime: the inter- open meeting this ~vening at the today in the SUB Ballroom, tre Artists. This year's session
Brochures are av_ailable. ~ign-up view.
Thunderbird Restaurant, with the 7:30-8:3-0 p.m. Sponsored by will focus on how to use creative
schedules are posted one week, to
Workshops will be held Oct. 15, social hour beginning at 5:30 p.m., Square Cats of Central. Wo~kshop dramatics to meet state curricuthe day, before the arrival of the 16 and 17, 3-4 p.m. in Shaw-Smy- .followed by dinner at 6 p.m.
from 8:30-9:30 p.m. For more lum goals.
interviewers on campus.
ser, Room 103.
Guest leader for the workshop
_Dr. Lillian Cady, director of information call Robin Strong,
Oct. 23-Arthur Young & Co.,
professional education at the office 963-1924.
will be Virginia Montague, drama
Seattle, Washington. Accounting
COMMUNICATION MINORS
of the state superintendent for
arts specialist for the Seattle
firm. Accounting majors only.
public instruction, will speak at
FOREIGN SERVICE OF.FICEK
Public Schools.
Oct. 23-Electric Data SysStudents intending to pursue the "business meeting which will
EXAM
Workshop size is limited to fifty
tems, Dallas, Texas. Technical the Communication minor in begin at 7 p.m.
rparticipants. If registration
oriented degrees__..:.math, chemis- Organizational Communication are
Dr. Cady will talk about the
The Foreign Service Officer warrants, a second session will be
try, psychology-statis.tical, ac- urged to formally declare the cooperation needed between local
Exam is for students interested in available in the afternoon from
counting, economics, bus. mgmt., minor by the end of fall quarter. A school districts and the office of
working for the U.S. State 1:30 to 5:30. Registration forms
computer science-nationwide.
formal declaration is necessary for the state superintendent of public Department. The exam is to _be available from the Central drama
Oct. 23-Boeing, Seattle, Wash- ac;Ivising purposes and for the instruction, according to Dr. Ureg
given on December l, however, department should be returned to
ington. Business, technology and arrans:_ement of contracted fi~ld Trujillo, chaper president.
the application deadline is October the university along with a $2 fee.
accounting.
experience work. Declarat10n
Trujillo, associate dean of
Oct. 24-Metcalf, Hodges & Co., forms .and further .information on • students at Central, explained that -------------------------------------------~ ·
Bellingham, Washington. Account- the m!n~r ~re available from ~he new regulations on educators
ing firm. Accounting majors only. commm1~at1on department office, enacted by the state legislature
Oct. 24-Price, Waterhouse & 252 Bomllon, phone 3-1066.
and by · the state board of
Co., Seattle, Washington. Ac- education must be met with some
counting firm. Accounting majors
HANDICAPPED STUDENT . creative
problem solving
by
only.
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
schools and the SPI office.
Oct. 2-5-Peat, · Marwick,
Those interested in _attending Dr.
Mitchell & Co., Seattle, WashingThe first fall quarter meeting of Cady's presentation are invited to
ton. Accounting firm. Ac.counting the Student Advisory Committee join th·e meeting at 7 p.m.
majors only.
to the Handicapped Student
.Oct. 30-l<'irst National Bank of Service will take place today at 4
CAMPUS CRUSADE
Oregon, Portland, Oregon. Man- p.m. in the SUB Teanaway room.
agement training program. BankThe committee is open to
Campus Crusade for Christ is 1 ·
ing and finance.
everyone and serves in an meeting on Thursday at 7-8:30 : .
Oct. 30-Weyerhaeuser Com- · advisory capacity on program p.m. in the Language and. 1
~typists
pany, Tacoma, Washington. Ac- accessibility at Central. Other Literature lounge.
1
I
. countine- and/or region operations. _issues involving handicapped peoAccounting majors only.
Everyone is welcome.
_: .-------------------------------------------,
ple are also discussed.
2ooog2oooopooooooooooooooooooopooooooooooooooooooooooooooo•oooooo~oos
Oct. 30-Puget Power; Bellevue,
Everyone is cordially invited to
Washington. Accounting majors attend.
only.

CRIER Staff positions
available Call 963-1026
-writers
- photographers

(work-study)

WILLAMETTE UNIVERSITY
LAW COLLEGE INTERVIEWS

Classifieds

A representative from the
Willamette University, College of
Law, will be on campus today to
discuss the program for law
students. Individual interviews
are to be arranged at the Career
Planning & Placement Center.
LAW AND JUSTICE MEETING

There will be a law and justice
meeting today at. 7:30 p.m. in the
SUB, Room 207. All law and
justice majors and pre-majors
welcome.

CONTACT LENS WEARERS.
Save on brand name hard or soft
lens supplies.
Send for free
illustrated catalog. Cont~ct Lens
Supplies, Box 7453, Phoenix,
Arizona 85011.
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
Send $1.00 for your 306-page
catalog of collegiate research.
10,250 topics listed. Box 25097g,
Los Angeles, California, 90025.
[213]477-8226.

H~~WAYGR~lLE
& Garaxy Room

Students, get a~quainted
with our complete breakfast
.and dinner menu.
Serving the Ellensburg community

Get Your

NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE
.DRINK CUPS
Now you can enjoy your favorite
"Dairy Queen" soft· drink in a
national football league plastic
drink cup for only $.50. 28 team
· cups available, each featuring an
authentic full-color NFL team
emblem. Collect 'em, trade 'em,
get 'em now at the "Dairy Queen"
store listed below. Hurry, supply
is limited!

and University for 37 years.
Restaurant 962-9977

•

Ellensburg Dairy Queen
10th & Alder
925-5442

ot Jct. of U.S.
Hwy. 97
Ellemburg

Galaxy Room 962-9908

STUDENTS! ARE YOU INTERESTED IN:
**CAREER RELATED EXPERIENCE IN Y.ru.IB. MAJOR?
**PossIBLY EARNING $$'s AT THE SAME TIME?
The · Co-op/Intern Office is sponsoring a meeting
for all students interested in the field experience
program.

If you want to know ho~ to arrange a field

experience for credit during Winter or Spring quarter,
you should attend this meeting.

®

4 Blocks W. of
University U.S.
H~y. 10

REMEMBER:
FIELD EXPERIENCE INFORMATION MEETI NG
SUB 207) 4:00 PM
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 16
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SWEEPSTAKES
IF YOUR FIRST NAME & .
NUMBER MATCH THE PRINTED
WINNING NUMBERS PUBLISHED
THEN YOU'VE WON. !! !

50 WINNERS!!! ·
Ken

John
Joy
Dan
Roger
Pam
Tom
Tracy
Mark
Rick

Julie
Ken
Scott
Chris
Ted

Jeff
Ross
Rich

Diane
Anna
Lori

Jan
Brian
Don
Steve

175429
175114
178344
177451
177703
177624
177483
179099
177384
178896
178815
.178912
178781
178918
178854
177302
178861
176994
179132
175130
179217
179120
179222
177491
177398

.

·wHATS

NEW AT THE MIA?·

*· * . *
*o y. *
SALAD BAR DESSERT
· *T.V. & *VTRSYSTEM
*
.NEW
* * *
* HOUR
* 11*5
HAPPY
10 DELIVERY VEHICLES
serve
better _·

&

Linda

177399
John . 179214
Pam
175337
Scott
175842
Marsha 175807
Ttacy 175408
Christy 175418
Vicky 175835
Elliot · 176603
David . 175195
Dan
179205
Bob
178203
Kim
178328
Earl
177274
Peggy 175477
Mike , 175489
Ted
177530
Janet 177553
Earl
176813
Diana 167491
Roberta 175076
Kevin 175119
Joe
167480
Charles 175177
Colleen 175187
Corky 179167

PUNCHBOARDS & PULL TABS!!!

~

MONDAY - FRIDAY

1f

HELP WANTED

i

DELIVERY

\'¢-~lt
925-1111

1q ..
925-2222

,.

q

WE DELIVER
5:00 P.M. to CLOSE DAILY

Kitchen
Frollt. Room

Pizza
A Hot Sandwich of Your Choice
Baked and Garnished with Cheese. Pickles, Tomatoes
and Onions. Served with Potato Chips.

Interviews .Friday .
2: 30-3: 30 At The Mia

Canadian. Bacon or Roast Beef or Vegie
SMALL

MEDIUM

LARGE

1.75

2.75

3.25

Escargot

NEw1

New1

3.50

..

•

Pepperoni • Sausage • Mushrooms • Black Olives
Canadian Bacon • Green Peppers • Onions
Pineapple • Fresh Tomatoes • Shrimp

HINTS ON ORDERING PIZZAS
Choose your ingredients tor your PIZZA . And you may order your
PIZZA with different ingredients on each half. Fino the appropriate size ·
dccording to your groups· appetite.

8" Piua serves
10" Pina _serves
12" Pizza serves
14" Pizza serves

HAPPY HOURS
11-5 Mon-Fri
25~

SCHOO.NERS
$1.25 PITCHERS.

1 person
1·2 persons
2·3 persons
3.4 persons

16" Pizza serves 4·6 persons
Super Pizza serves 5.7 persona
24" Piza serves 7.9 persons

1 ne most popular p12za 1s the "COMBO :"
Pepperoni , Sausage,
, M11shrooms and Black Olives.
You may also order with " eKtra"
nl any 11em you choose.

Please allow 30 minutes for your Cust~m Pizza
20 minutes for Grinders

Exquisitely French, Pizza Mio brings you Grand
Prix Escorgot de Bourgogne seasoned with butter .
parsley. garlic , shallots, eight herbs and spices and
cold marinated for three days. Each serving comes
with five Escargots and hot garlic butter rolls .

With your order may we suggest the following
wines to compliment your Escorgots:
37 HOUSE OF ROTHSCHILD MOUTON CADET
4 CHA TEAU STE. MICHELLE SEMI LL ON BLANC
70 AMBASSADOR FRENCH COLOMBARD

Salads
A VISIT TO THE SALAD BAR •••
Every day we hove different varieties of salads to
serve you, ask your host for the size of your choice .. .

REGULAR
HOT ROLLS
ICE CRE.AM BARS

.35·
. • 30

1.75

LARGE

2.60

(One, Time Through.)

